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Abstract

In most commercial wideband code division multiple access (W-CDMA) systems, the trans-

mitted signal in the downlink channel is spread by orthogonal codes to accommodate dif-

ferent users. However, frequency selective fading destroys the orthogonality and causes

multiple access interference (MAI).

The rake receiver has been proposed for a receiver in the downlink channel. Although pro-

viding reasonable performance due to path diversity, the rake receiver does not restore the

orthogonality. As a result, the MAI is still present at the output of the rake receiver and

CDMA system becomes an interference limited system. Thus, a better approach to provide

MAI suppression shall be considered.

The chip level linear equalizer followed by a despreader is an attractive alternative receiver

to restore the orthogonality and to suppress the MAI. However, the performance of the chip

level linear equalizer depends on the spectral characteristic of the channel and may not be

satisfactory for some channels. To overcome this difficulty, the chip level decision feedback

equalizer can be used.

To improve the performance further, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels by

using multiple antennas can also be employed. Recent research in information theory shows

that multiple antennas can mitigate multipath fading in a wireless channel, increase the infor-

mation capacity of wireless communication systems dramatically, and improve the reliability

of the communications over wireless channel.
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In this thesis, the chip level decision feedback equalizer for CDMA downlink channel with

multþle antennas is investigated. The work includes the design of the chip level decision

feedback equalizer when the space time spreading scheme and the Alamouti scheme are

employed at the transmitter. Theoretical and simulation results show significant performance

gains compared to the rake receiver and the chip level linear equalizer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last few years, there has been a rapidly growing interest in wireless technology' Com-

pared to wired technology, wireless technology gives freedom of movement for the users and

helps eliminate ineffective calls experienced with the fixed telephone service when the user

is away from the terminal. In addition, wireless technology offers more timeliness, afford-

ability, and effrciency. If rivers, freeways or other obstacles stand in the way of a connection,

a wireless solution may be much more economical and feasible than installing physical cable

t1l.

In order to provide the wireless services to subscribers over a certain region with limited

spectrum resource, a cellular structure is employed [2]. The cellular structure of wireless

systems requires a base station to be placed in each cell. Moving subscribers can commu-

nicate with other moving subscribers through base stations in any places' Therefore, there

exists communication from the base station to the subscribers, called the downlink (forward

link) and the communication from the subscribers to the base station, called the uplink (re-

verse link). The two directions of communication can be separated in frequency, called fre-

quency division duplexing (FDD), or can be separated in time, called time division duplexing

(TDD).

In both downlink and uplink communications, the limited spectrum resources are shared

1



among users using multiple access techniques. The basic multiple access techniques are

frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA) and

code division multiple access (CDMA) t3l.

L.L The Cellular ConcePt

The cellular concept is the key idea that provides wireless services over regions, countrles

or continents with a limited spectrum allocation. It is a major breakthrough in solving the

problem of spectral congestion and user capacity l2l.

In a cellular structure, the coverage region is divided into smaller number of geographic

areas called cells, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Each unique cell is assigned with different frequency

bands to avoid any co-channel interference. The base station is placed at each unique cell

for communication between users within the same cell or for communication between base

stations. In each cell, the allocated channel is also divided into many sub-channels and users

in a cell use different sub-channels to avoid interference.

Frequency reuse is a major concept to implement the cellular concept. It is used for measur-

ing the effrciency of the system. The ratio of the number of cells using the same frequency

band over the total number of cells is called the frequency reuse factor. When the frequency

reuse factor reaches unity, the system can provide maximum number of channels. In Fig.

1.1, three cells that are denoted by the same letter use the same frequency band. The cellular

concept can be utilized in FDMA, TDMA and CDMA systems.

The number of users that a system can accoÍrmodate must be traded off with the interfer-

ence produced in the system. If the channel cell reuse increases and approaches the unity

frequency reuse factor, the total channel available in the system will increase. Thus, more

usets can be accommodated in the system. Howevet, the interference will be more signifi-

2
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Figure 1. 1 : Illustration of the cellular frequency reuse concept involving 7 cells

1.2 Multiple Access PrinciPles

In each cell, the available bandwidth is shared among users. The different multiple access

schemes determine the different ways users access the available bandwidth t3l. Fig' 1.2

shows the basic multiple access techniques. Note that each block represents each user within

the same cell.

FDMA TDMA

Fr€quency
Code Code

Time

CDMA

Frequsncy
Code

Tme

Figure 1.2: Basic multiple access techniques
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The first generation of wireless system, advanced mobile phone service (AMPS) uses FDMA

system for accessing the available spectrum resource. In FDMA system, each user within

the same cell operates in an unique frequency channel. As a result, there is no intra-cell

interference.

The second generation system based on global system for mobile communication (GSM)

uses a combination of FDMA and TDMA systems [4]. TDMA system allows each user

within the same cell to operate in an unique time channel. Each frequency in a GSM system

has a bandwidth of 2O0kÍIz and is divided into eight time channels.

In 1995, the first CDMA technology for the second generation wireless system, called In-

terim Standard 95 (IS-95), was commercially launched. CDMA technology has also been

adopted as a standard in the third generation wireless system [2]. Wideband CDMA (W-

CDMA), time division-synchronous CDMA (TD-SCDMA), and CDMA2000 are the three

operating modes in the third generation CDMA system. The direct-sequence CDMA (DS-

CDMA) system is one of the most popular CDMA systems used in IS-95 and W-CDMA [5].

In a CDMA system, each user within the same cell opcratcs in the same frequency and time

channel.

L.3 Benefits of CDMA Systems

CDMA systems offer numerous advantages over FDMA and TDMA systems [6]. The ad-

vantages include:

1. CDMA system provides capacity improvement.

Frequency reuse factor of CDMA system reaches unity. Therefore, it can accoÍlmo-

date more users within its cell.

2. CDMA technology provides higher datarate ffansmission.

The higher data rate transmission can be achieved by spreading information into a

wideband signal.
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3. CDMA technology provides better handoff in the system.

CDMA system starts to communicate with a new cell before it crosses the boundary,

without dropping the link with the current (old) cell.

4. CDMA system optimizes the channel resource usage.

For voice transmission, a user is active less than half the time. In FDMA and TDMA

systems, where each user is allocated unique frequency or time channel, this causes a

great loss in capacity. CDMA system operates in the same frequency and time channel.

Thus, this problem does not occur [6].

5. CDMA system suppresses multipath interference more effrciently.

In the scattering environment, the received signal comes from different paths. Since

in a CDMA system each user is assigned with a larger bandwidth than in a FDMA or

TDMA system, the different paths are better isolated. Thus, multipath interference can

be minimized better than in FDMA or TDMA system.

I.4 Receivers for a CDMA System

Improvement of downlink capacity is one challenge facing the effort toward third generation

wireless system. In commercial W-CDMA, the transmitted signal in the downlink channel

is spread by orthogonal codes t5l. In a flat fading channel where the propagation delay of

multipath signal is negligible, a simple despreader is sufflcient to suppress multiple access

interference (MAD resulting from the effects of the interference from other users within a

cell. However, once we have a frequency selective fading channel, the orthogonality cannot

be retained. Therefore, MAI exists at the output of the despreader and the performance

degrades.

One can design a receiver to improve the performance by mitigating multipath fading for the

CDMA downlink channel. For example, the rake receiver can be used to get path diversity

[7]. Although the rake receiver can provide reasonable performance due to path diversity,

its performance is still limited by MAI, the numbers of multipaths, power control in the
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downlink channel, and channel estimation error. Consequently, better approaches such as

MAI suppression shall be considered.

Many innovative receivers have been proposed to suppress MAI. Multiuser detection tech-

niques that use joint code, timing and channel information can be employed to improve

performance by mitigating MAI tS-l11. Although multiuser detection techniques outper-

form the rake receiver, the complexity is high. Therefore, it is impractical to apply these

techniques in mobile terminals due to computing constraints.

Equalization can be adopted to restore orthogonality without signiflcantly increasing the

complexity. Then, a despreader can suppress MAI from the orthogonal signal. The chip

level linear equalizer (LE) restores the orthogonality of the chip sequence and performs

better than the rake receiv er lI2-151. However, if the channel equalization is not perfect,

the performance of the chip level LE is degraded by MAI. Moreovet, the performance of

the chip level LE still depends on the spectral characteristic of the channel and may not be

satisfactory for some channels.

When investigating more powerful receiver algorithms, one might consider decision feed-

back equalizer (DFE). The DFE [16] can have better immunity against spectral channel

characteristics, reduce the noise enhancement effect, shorten the length of equalizer tap,

and give the forward linear filter greater flexibility in handling intersymbol interference (ISI)

resulting from the interference from other symbols at the sampling instant. Thus, the DFE

outperforms the LE. The standard DFE for nonspread signal has been considered in many

papers ll7-I9). Chip level DFE for CDMA systems that used short spreading sequences

[20,211 and long spreading sequences 122]has also been studied'

To improve the performance further, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels (by

using multiple antennas) can also be employed 123-251. MIMO channels can provide addi-

tional diversity gain to the mobile station and thus, can improve the performance. Different

schemes such as space time spreading 126l and space time transmit diversity [27) wete de-

veloped to achieve diversity gain in CDMA systems.

Space time spreading (STS) [26] spreads each signal in a balanced way over the transmitter

,I
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antenna elements to provide maximal path diversity at the receiver. The simplest STS scheme

is when each user is assigned with a different orthogonal code for each transrnit antenna.

Space time transmit diversity (STTD) explores the spatial and temporal diversities as well as

coding gain to improve the performance of the MIMO system. STTD can provide diversity

gain over an uncoded system without sacrificing bandwidth and can increase the effective

transmission rate as well as the potential system capacity. Alamouti discovered a remarkable

STTD scheme for transmission with two antennas 1271. This scheme was later generalized

by Tarokh et al. to an arbitrary number of antennas [28]. This generalized scheme is also

able to achieve the full diversity promised by any numbers of transmit and receive antennas.

DFE based on the minimum mean square erïor (MMSE) criterion [19] for nonspread sig-

nals in multiple antennas has been derived in literatures 129-311. MMSE-DFE has better

performance when compared to the MMSE-LE, especially with the highly dispersive and

nonminimum phase characteristic channel [30].

These f,ndings have motivated us to design a chip level DFE for CDMA downlink channel

with multiple antennas. The design of the chip level DFE for CDMA downlink channel in

multiple antennas is not straightforward and offers numerous challenges. The first challenge

is to develop a method to provide the chip feedback from the symbol decision. The second

challenge is to find a better way to suppress the interference, both from other users and

other transmit antennas. In the MIMO CDMA system, interferences do not only originate

from past symbols of the desired user, but also from current symbols and past symbols of

other (interfering) users and antennas. The third challenge is to develop a method to detect

signals buried in interchip interference (ICI), in addition to noise. The ICI is defined as the

interference between chips caused by frequency selective fading channels.

Note that the MMSE-LE for CDMA downlink channel in multiple antennas, i.e. the space

time chip level LE, has also been proposed [32,33]. The space time chip level LE is less

affected by the channel estimation error and thus, can have better performance compared to

the space time rake receiver with estimated channel. However, the space time chip level LE

still has comparable performance to the space time rake receiver with perfect channel stateI
I

;
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information (CSI).

It is important to stress that the analysis of the DFE is difficult due to their inherent nonlinear

nature. Only by assuming that past decisions are correct, the problem can be linearized and

MMSE solutions formulated.

This thesis deals with the chip level DFE designs for CDMA downlink channel when multi-

ple antennas are used.

L.5 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 gives basic concepts about the princi-

pal of communication channel and the model for time-variant multipath signal propagation.

The standard DFE receiver for nonspread signal is discussed, and the optimum equalizer

coefficients and the MMSE solution are derived. This chapter also discusses three adapta-

tion algorithms: least mean square, normalized least mean square, and recursive least square

algorithms. The mathematical description of the spreading operation for the DS-CDMA sys-

tem, including the signal model for DS-CDMA MIMO downlink channel, is presented. The

rake receiver and the chip level LE for a DS-CDMA system are reviewed'

There are two major parts in Chapter 3. In the first part, we develop a new chip level DFE

for CDMA downlink channel when the STS is employed at the transmitter. In the second

part, we present a new chip level DFE design when the Alamouti transmit diversity scheme

is employed at the transmitter. The optimum solution for the Alamouti scheme is derived

and analyzed. In both parts, the adaptive implementation is presented.

Simulation results and performance comparison of different receivers design are presented

in Chapter 4. We investigate the effect of different adaptation algorithms and different trans-

mission schemes on the bit error rate (BER) performance.

Chapter 5 summarizes the main findings and gives some suggestions for further research.

{¡
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Chapter 2

Fundamental Concepts

This chapter discusses the fundamental concepts of the communication channel model, the

standard decision feedback equalizc'lr (DFE) for a nonspread signal, and three adaptation

algorithms. In addition, this chapter gives the basic principle of DS-CDMA system, de-

scribes the general signal model for CDMA MTMO downlink channel, and reviews receiver

structures of the rake receiver and the chip level linear equalizer for a DS-CDMA downlink

channel

2.1 Communication Channel Model

The communication system involves the transmission of information from one place to an-

other through the medium (channel) . F\g. 2.1illustrates the functional diagram and the basic

elements of a communication system [19].

The propagation of the signal on both downlink and uplink is affected by a channel in several

ways. For a multipath channel, the propagation results in the spreading of the signal in three

dimensions. These are the delay (time) spread, Doppler (frequency) spread, and angle spread

[34]. Depending on the amount of the delay spread and the Doppler spread, the various

fading can be categorized as shown inFig.2.2.

10
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Figure 2.2: Fadingcategories based on delay spread and Doppler spread

Delay spread is caused by the multipath because of remote scatterers such as hills or terrains.

As a result, several time-shifted and time-scaled versions of the transmitted signal will ar-

rive at the receiver. Delay spread causes frequency selective fading, and can be measured in

terms of coherence bandwidth. The larger delay spread, the smaller coherence bandwidth.

Depending on the coherence bandwidth, a channel can be cate1orized into frequency nonse-

lective (flat) fading channel or frequency selective fading channel.

Doppler spread is caused by mobile motion and local scattering near the mobile. Doppler

spread causes time selective fading and can be characterized by the coherence time of the

channel. The larger Doppler spread, the smaller the coherence time, and the faster the chan-

11



nel characteristics vary with time. Thus, from Doppler spread, a channel can be categorized

into fast fading (high Doppler spread) or slow fading channel (low Doppler spread).

Angle spread is the spread of arrival (or departure) angles of the multipath at the antenna

array. The angle of arrival (or departure) of a path can be statistically related to the path delay.

Angle spread results from remote scatterers and local scattering near the base station. Angle

spread causes space selective fading and can be characteúzedby the coherence distance. The

larger the angle spread, the shorter the coherence distance.

Let h¡.i(t) denote the continuous time impulse response of the multipath channel from trans-

mit antenna i to receive antenna 7. A time-variant multipath signal propagation through the

mobile cellular radio channel can be modelled as:

P-L
h¡e(t): la¡r,r(t)en¡",,(t)6(t-r¡.i,o!)) Q.l)

p:o

where P is the number of channel multipath, ô(.) is the Dirac delta function, and a¡¿,o(t),

ï¡.i,r(t), and r¡¿,o(t) are the time-variant attenuation, phase distortion, and propagation delay

of the pthpath from transmit antenna 'd to receive antenna j, respectively.

Note that the propagation delay r¡t,r(t) characterizes different multipaths (delay spread), and

the time-variant attenuation and the phase distortion characteÅze the amount of the Doppler

spread.

2.2 Standard Decision Feedback Bqualizer (DFE)

We first describe the standard decision feedback eqruializer (DFE) receiver for a nonspread

signal, upon which chip level DFE for DS-CDMA system builds. A DFE is a nonlinear

equalizer that employs previous decisions to eliminate the intersymbol interference (ISI)

caused by previously detected symbols on the current symbol to be detected.

The standard DFE for a nonspread signal was first suggested by Austin [16]. Fig. 2.3 shows

a discrete time complex baseband model for the standard DFE.
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Figure 2.3: The conventional DFE structure for a nonspread signal

The DFE consists of a feedforward frlter cfm) and a feedback filter glml, whete rn is the

symbol index. Because the feedback filter sits in a feedback loop, it must be strictly causal.

The signal propagates through a discrete time-variant frequency selective fading channel

hfml. LetP be the number of channel multipath, and the complex channel is assumed time-

invariant, i.e. hþ;ml: hþlforp:1,...,P. Thereceivedsignal rlm]canbewritten

AS

P-r
,l^l I n.¡e1ufm - pl + rtlrnl (2.2)

p:o

where b[rn] is the transmitted symbols information, {hþ]} is the discrete channel impulse

response, r¡lm] is the additive white Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance o2n, and* \s

the complex conjugate operator.

Let ulm] be the impulse response of the discrete composite system with the channel and

feedforward equalizer. That is,

P-l
ulml:\n.lplrl*-pl (2.3)

p:o

From Fig. 2.3, the output of DFE can be written as

NbN6t
l:-Ny

u.ltlblm- ¿l - | s.ltlblm - t) + ilm)ul*l :

t3

i_-t

(2.4)



where U¡^1is the detected symbols, ¡// + 1 is the length of feedforward taps, ÀIa is the length

offeedback taps, and

0

nl*l : t c.ltlqlm-tl. Q's)
l:-N¡

Assume that no decision effors are made, i.e. blm - tl : bl* - l] and {gt¿]i : {u[l]] for

1 < ¿ < Nb, (2.4) can be rewritten as:

0

ald: t u.ftlbfm - Il + ûlm). Q'6)
l:-N¡

From (2.4) and (2.6), the minimum mean square error (MMSE) can be obtained when the

feedforward filter is used to eliminate the ISI from some "future" symbols (precursor ISI),

and minimize the noise. The feedback filter, on the other hand, is used to eliminate the ISI

from past symbols (postcursor ISI). Note that the cancellation of the postcursor ISI using the

feedback filter does not enhance noise, since any noise present is eliminated by the decision

device (assuming no decision effors are made). Therefore, there is no noise at the output of

the feedback filter. Thus, removing only precursor ISI using a feedforward filter does not

enhance noise as much as removing both the precursor and postcursor ISI [35]. The DFE

based on the mean square error (MSE) criterion was first investigated by Salz [17].

From (2.4) and (2.6), the output of DFE can also be written:

0 Nö

6l*l t c.ltlrlm - ¿l - Dg.lllblm - t) (2.7)
l:-N¡ L:l

Let c and g be the vector of feedforward and feedback taps, respectively. Let rlml and b[zn]

be the received signal vector and past detected symbol vector, respectively' That is,

(2.8)

(2.e)

("r or)

)'

c

¡/bI

¡/ic

O
b

m* N¡)

(øtr
T

)rlml ("r

(ur

rlml (2.10)

1l blm - N6lb[-] TN

t4

T
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Let w be the complete equalizer vector and d[ør,] be the complete received vector. That is,

where 7 is the transpose oPerator

Thus, (2.7) can be written as

Tc(
T

w

l*ld

úTò

cH gH
rlml

-b[-]

(2.r2)

(2.13)

(2.r4)

(2.ts)

(2.t6)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.re)

T

)îr\nl -A'l*l

b ml

î,1*l : wHa[rn]

where f/ is the Hermitian transpose operator

where

The weight vectof w is chosen to minimize the mean square error (MSE) as:

MSE: ø(tutd- ut*lf).

c : (Ettr +o2*l)'1n;

Assume that the noise sequence and the symbol sequence are uncoffelated. The optimal

solution for the conventional DFE under the MMSE criterion is

HcCè

h r/¡ + 1l

0

0

hl2l h[1]

å[¡{b] h,[/vb - 1]

o h[¡rb]

H
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0

h.[0]
(2.21)

and I, hþ) are the identity matrix and the discrete time of the pth path channel, respectively.

Proof: See Appendix A.

In addition, the MMSE solution is given as:

MMSE - 1-hl(If/{rf +o2.\-1n;. Q.22)

Note that the MMSE solution and the optimal equalization vector in terms of matrix formu-

lation are not discussed by Austin and Salz 116,17l.

Although the conventional DFE performs better than the linear eqtalizer, any decision errors

at the output of the decision device are propagated by the feedback filter. This error propaga-

tion has been explored and the benefit of reduced noise enhancement usually far outweighs

the effect of error propagation [36].

2.3 AdaptationAlgorithms

The optimum solution for the tap equalizer in (2.I7) and in (2.18) can be found analytically

by solving matrix inversion directly. The solution can also be found iteratively by using

mean square error gradient (MSEG) algorithm. Although both methods are quite straighf

forward, they require the knowledge of the channel property in advance. In addition, to

solve the optimum solution iteratively, the channel must be time-invariant' In most com-

munication systems that employ equalizers, we cannot predict the channel accurately since

the channel characteristics are unknown a priori, and in many cases, the channel response is

time-variant. Therefore, the prediction of the channel is diffrcult in the fast fading channel

and an adaptation algorithm is needed.

h[0]

h[1]

0

0
H
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In any adaptation algorithms, the equalizer can automatically track and modify its equalizer

coefficients to compensate for the time variations in the channel response. The choice of the

adaptation algorithm can greatly influence the system performance. The availability of the

continuous pilot signal in the third generation system [5] enables the continuous updates of

the equalizer coefficients to track the channel variations in a fast fading channel. Since the

equalizer is implemented in the mobile station, any adaptation algorithm used must have low

computational requirement and fast convergence rate. The least mean square (LMS) algo-

rithm, the normalized least mean square (NLMS) algorithm, and the recursive least square

(RLS) algorithm are well suited for such applications.

2.3.1 Least Mean Square Adaptation Algorithm

The least mean square (LMS) adaptive transversal filter or stochastic gradient (SG) algorithm

can track the channel variation and can modify the equalizer coeffrcients. Transmission of

the pilot signal is needed to adjust the equalizer coefficients'

The SG algorithm [36] takes the form:

(2.23)

where ¡-l is the step size or adaptation gain, V* is the gradient with respect to w, e[rn] is the

a posteriori estimation error signal, û[-] is the equalizer vector, and û[rn + 1] is its update.

If lelm]12 is expanded and differentiated with respect to the equalizer coefflcients, we may

obtain the results in the form of three basic relations as follows [37]:

$rlm +11 : û[rn] - To*wt-ll') l*¡:wrml

6l*l : fiHlmldlml

6lm) - ulml

(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.26)
"l*l

ûfrn + 1]

where a¡-1 ir the equalizer output, d[rn] is the tap-input vector, andblm] is the desired (pilot)

signal.
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The LMS adaptation algorithm is simple and easy to implement. It requires low computa-

tional complexity and it serves as a basis for the derivation of a number of other algorithms.

From (2.24)-(2.26), we can see that the LMS algorithm requires only 2n complex multiplica-

tions and 2n Í I complex additions per iteration, where rc is the number of tap weights used

in the adaptive filter. In other words, the computational complexity of the LMS algorithm is

only O(rc). However, the LMS algorithm has a relatively slow convergence nate'

2.3.2 Normalized Least Mean Square Adaptation algorithm

From the standard LMS algorithm in (2.26), the correction factor of each iteration is directly

proportional to the tap input vector d[rn]. Therefore, when d[rn] is large, the LMS algo-

rithm may experience a gradient noise amplification problem. To deal with this problem,

the normalized least mean square (NLMS) adaptation algorithm as a modification of the

LMS algorithm is used. In addition, the NLMS algorithm also provides faster convergence

rate than the LMS algorithm with a relatively small increase in algorithm complexity. The

term "norm alized" in the NLMS algorithm refers to the correction factor at each iteration

normalized with respect to the square Euclidean norm of the tap input vector d[rn].

From the same cost function in (2.16), the NLMS algorithm can be written as:

û[rn + 1] : rî,[rn] + 
¿ +d6fnlr e.fm)dlml (2.27)

where ¿ is a positive constant and p is the adaptation constant. Note that the adaptation

constant p for the NLMS algorithm is dimensionless. It must satisfy 0 < t-L < 2 in order to

converge in the mean square error [37]'

2.3.3 Recursive Least Square Adaptation Algorithm

When faster convergence rate is required, more advanced adaptation algorithms such as the

recursive least square (RLS) algorithm can be used. The RLS algorithm has an order of
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magnitude faster convergence rate and smaller misadjustment than the LMS and the NLMS

algorithms. Therefore, the algorithm can improve the bit error rate (BER) performance. This

improvement, however, is achieved at the expense of increasing computational complexity

and storage requirements. The computation complexity of the RLS algorithm is O(o"),

where rc is the number of tap weights used in the adaptive filter'

In the RLS algorithm, the computation is started with known initial conditions, and uses

the information contained in new data samples to update the old estimates. As a result, the

length of observable data is a variable.

The RLS algorithm is designed to minimize the exponentially weighted least squares cost

function ( [37], as:

€l^):iu@,t)lelt'll' (2'28)
i:7

where e[z] is ttre ¿th of the a priori estimation error signal, zn is the duration of the observable

interval, and p(m,i) is the weighting factor.

The commonly used weighting is the exponential weighting factor or forgetting factor de-

fined by

þ(*,i) : À--', 'i:1,2,' . . ,ffi (2'29)

where the forgetting factor À is a positive constant close to, but less than 1.

The inverse of 1 - À can be used for measuring the memory of the algorithm' When À equals

1, we have the ordinary method of least squares, and its memory is infinite. With a forgetting

factor incorporated, it ensures that the data input in the distant past is "forgotten", so that the

algorithm can follow changes in the system and operate in a time-variant environment.

The RLS algorithm l37l can be written as:

Pl^ - lld[zn]k[-]

el*l
À+dH[rn]Plm-tldlml

: 6l^l - *'l* - tld[rn]

(2.30)

(2.3t)
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û[-]

Pl*l

: û[- - 1] + e.[rn]k[zn]

Pl* - tl - k[rn]dH lm)Plm - 1l

(2.32)

(2.33)
À

where k[zn] is the gain vector, ú'[rz] is the equalizer vector, and P[rn] is the inverse correla-

tion matrix.

2.4 DS-CDMA System

DS-CDMA system enables each user to spread the information bearing signal b(ú) with rate

1/T into a wideband signal u(ú) with rate Nf T using specific code information 12,5,6,381.

l,r is the processing gain and T is the symbol period' Fig' 2.4 (a) and Fig. 2-4 (b) show the

time domain and frequency domain representations of the DS-CDMA spreading operation,

respectively.

In the time domain, there will be ,nrl chip sequence transmissions during symbol period T

after the spreading operation, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4 (a). All users then transmit their chip

sequence within the same frequency and time channel. Note that the chip period I is given

as T/l/.

The power spectral density of the information bearing signal 56(/) and the wideband signal

S"(/) are also shown in Fig. 2.4 (b)'

The spreading operation using the specific code information at the ffansmitter is straight-

forward. The data symbol is modulated by the code signal. This code signal consists of a

number of code bits called chips. The resulting chip sequence is then modulated by a carrier'

Fig. 2.5 shows the spreading and modulation operation at the transmitter [5].

At the receiver, each data symbol of the desired user is recovered by multiplying the received

chip sequence, with the complex conjugate code sequence of the desired user. This is callecl

despreading operation. After demodulation, the original data symbol can be recovered. Fig.

2.6 shows the despreading and demodulation operation at the receiver [5].
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Figure 2.4: The DS-CDMA operation: (a) Time domain representation, (b) Frequency do-

main representation

For the ideal downlink communication channel, the orthogonality is preserved during the

ffansmission. As a result, a simple despreader receiver is able to suppress all MAI.

To illustrate the ability of a simple despreader to suppress all MAI in the ideal CDMA down-

link channel, let us examine an example. Consider the normalized Walsh code with the

processing gain lrl = 4. There are 4 users transmitting the single bit symbol synchronously

through an ideal downlink channel.

Data Symbol
Chip Signal

Code

Generator

Canier

Generator

Figure 2.5: The spreading and modulation operation at the transmitter

Modulator
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Demodulator

Received Data Symbol
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Complex Conjugate

of the Desired Use/s

Code Generator

Carrier

Generator

Figure 2.6: The despreading and demodulation operation at the receiver

The normalized Walsh code s¡ and the bit symbol b¡,lm]for the 4 users (k : l,' . ., A),where

r¿ is the symbol index are:
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b{m]: t,b2lml - -1, bsfm): -I,balm):1.

At the receiver, the receivecl signal vector r[rz] is [0 0 0 2]", where n is the chip index.

If the kth user is the desired user, then by despreading the received signal with respect to

the spreading code of the kth user, we can obtain the original information of the bit symbol

ffansmitted by the kth user.

However, the ideal CDMA downlink channel does not exist in practice. A channel intro-

duces noise and a received signal also experiences multipath. Thus, a simple despreader

is unable to suppress all MAI. As a result, CDMA becomes an interference limited system

and the performance is degraded. Therefore, the different receiver structures for CDMA

downlink channel such as the rake receiver and the equalizer are developed to improve the

performance.
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2.5 Signal Model for a DS-CDMA System

We now develop a general DS-CDMA downlink signal model for multiple antennas. We

assume that there are 1 transmit antennas and J receive antennas with each transmit antenna

transmitting a different continuous pilot signal, and there are K users in the system.

Consider the complex baseband model for a downlink channel of a single cell DS-CDMA

system. fet bf;)lml be the mth symbol of transmission from transmit antenna ¿ to mobile

station k.

The kth user spread signal from transmit antenna ¿ is

uf)¡^N + ¿l : ,qrbÍ:) [-]"f)lmN + tl

rrL: -aQ1
(2.34)0

where A¡ is the amplitude of user k, tt)lmN + l] is the kth user spreading sequence from

transmit antenna d, l/ is the processing gain, rn is the symbol index, and I stands for the

chip index within a symbol period. Note that long codes are used for spreading, and that the

spreading sequences are orthogonal to each other during symbol interval and are normalized

u, l'f)lmN + tll : 1l{Ñ.

The kth user spread waveform from transmit antenna i, canbe written as:

xt) (t) : Ë uf) ¡r1v çt - r.n) (2.3s)

,ñ, l:0r1,...,N-1,'i:1r2,'.',1

n:-@

where n : mN * I is the chip index, ú is time index, and V(ú) is the normal\zed Nyquist

chip waveform.

The spread signal for the pilot signal for transmit antenna i is

¿(t')lmN + ¿] : ÃuUØ ¡m1s1') [rn,n*r + l] (2.36)

where A¿ is the amplitude of the pilot, [(';) [rn] is the pilot symbol, and S(i) lmN + l] is the

pilot spreading sequence for transmit antenna z.
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The spread waveform for the pilot symbol for transmit antenna i is:

Vu,) Ø : t u@ lnlv (t - T"n) . (2.37)
n:-6

From (2.35) and (2.37), the total transmitted signal from transmit antenna i of the base station

becomes:

K

x(ù Q) : Ve) (¿) + t xt) e) (2.38)
K:I

The total transmitted signals from each transmit antenna of the base station propagate through

time-variant frequency selective fading (multipath) channels.

Let us recall the multipath channels in (2.1).

h ¡.;(t) : I a ¡ ¡o!)efi i',n(t) 5 (¡ - ry,o!))
P-l

p:o

Thus, the received signal at the jth receive antenna can be written as

I P-1.
yØ þ) : t t a¡r,r(t)erein,o(t) r(t) (t - r¡;,oQ)) + N(i)(ú), i : 1,2, . . ., J (2.39)

i:l p:O

where ¡(j) i5 the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of the jth receive antenna with

mean zero and single sided spectral density øl'

Note that propagation delay r¡;,e(t) : pT. is assumed for simplicity. In addition, if the

number of channel multipath P : I, we do not need the equalization. Therefore, we always

assumethatP>2.

At the mobile station, the received signal YU) (t) is sampled. ys¡ vU) [rz] denote the nth

sampled signal at the chip rate from the output of the matched filter of the jth receive antenna.

That is,

,{i)lnl: [* ü/(r)yø)(¿ - r)d,rlt:*r". e.4o)
J-æ
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Note that from (2.39), we can write the complex attenuation channel as hjÁf;t) : a¡r,r(t)efii;"o?)

'We 
assume that the complex attenuation factor of the pth path from transmit antenna i to re-

ceive antenna j, hlrlp;n] is constant over the chip period, that is,

hl]n;n): aii,p(t)e10¡u''(t), nT" 1 t < (n + 7)7.' (2'41)

Then, from (2.40) and(2.41), we can write
I P-7

,Ø lnl: t t hjnln; nlu@|" - pl + q{i) ¡n1 (2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.4e)

(2.s0)

i--L p:Q

where

uØlnl :

,{i)1fl :

K

L"Plnl + a@lnl
Ic:l

/- v1"¡N(ù(nT. - r)d,r

Note that ,{i)ln) is the additive white Gaussian random noise sequence of the jth receive

antenna with mean zero andvariance o2*.

lf the complex channel attenuation is assumed time-invariant for all paths, i.e. h¡¿þ;n) :

h¡¿lpl for all p, then (2.42) can be written as:

I P-I
,Ølnl:tt hlold"@1"-pl+Tíi)¡n1. Q.4s)

i:I p:0

Leth¡.ibe the sampled channel response vector from transmitter i' to receiver j of size P x 7.

It can be written as:

h¡r: (h¡{ol hiilrl h¡.tlP - tl)r.

We can assemble the h¡r vectors into 1 separate matrices of size P x J as follows:

H¿ : [h1¿ h2¿ h;n], 'i : L,2,.' ' ,I'

Furthermore,

,(t)fnl)r

u@ln - r + rl)"

,tt)1fl)r

r[rz] :

,r(r)[n] :

n["] :

(r(1)[??]

(?r(c)[n]

1r{r) [rzì
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where ,Øfn)is the received signal at receive antenna j and uØ [n] is the baseband transmis-

sion signal from transmit antenna i,. The J x t received signal vector r[n] for the downlink

signal model for multiple antennas can be written as:

I
r[n] :f rrflnt¿l[n] +n[n] . (z.st)

i:l

2.6 Existing Receivers for a DS-CDMA System

2.6.1 The Rake Receiver

The rake receiver is the most popular and conventional receiver in the DS-CDMA system

t7]. It is called the rake receiver since the receiver has the structure of a rake. The rake

receiver based on a single receive antenna is shown inFig. 2'7 '

Received Signal

rlmN +ll

Figure 2.7: The rake receiver

The rake receiver contains a bank of despreaders. Each despreader despreads the received

chip sequence according to the desired user. The resulting outputs are combined using a

I
i,l

,

a

a

o

i

¡

*

Despreader

z-r

Linear
Combiner

z-r

Despreader
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linear combiner. In order to achieve maximum signal to noise ratio (SNR), the maximal ratio

combining (MRC) scheme is used in the linear combiner [38]'

Consider the single transmit antenna and single receive antenna case, i.e' I : J : 1' The

signal model in Section 2.5 becomes:

rlmN + tl

ulmN + tl

hlmN + t)

qlmN + t)

: r(1)[m¡l + ¿]

: u1)lrnN + tl

: h¡¿lmN + ll

: q(I)lrnN + I]

(2.s2)

(2.s3)

(2.s4)

(2.ss)

where rlmN + l] is the received signal, ulmN + l] is the total transmitted spread signal

from the base station, hlmN + l] is the time-variant discrete channel impulse response, and

q[mN +I]is the additive white Gaussian random noise sequence with mean zero and variance

o2"'

From (2.42), we can write:

P-1.

rlmN +¿l : Ðn.lp;mN *tlulmN +l - pl+rìlmN +Il. (2'56)

P:o

From Fig. 2.7, thereceived signal is delayed and despread in the rake receiver. Assume that

user k is the desired user, then the pth despread signal drlm] can be written as:

N-1
dol^]: \rlmN +l +p]sftlm¡l+ ¿], P:0,...,P -1 (2.s7)

ln:O

I

where s¿lmN + l] is the long spreading sequence for desired user k

Assume that hþ;rn] is the pth time-variant path of the channel and hþ;rn] is the channel

estimate of hþ;rn]. The output of the rake receiver at the pth finger becomes:

b*on",ol*l: d'oldî'lP;*l' (2'58)

I
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The channel coefficient hlp;*]for pt :1, . . . , P canbe estimated using the pilot signal. The

instantaneous channel estimate for the pth path is:

îr,þ;ml: rlmN+l+p]s.lrnn/+l] b.l*l (2.se)

(2.60)

where SlmN * l] and blml arc the long spreading sequence for the pilot symbol and the pilot

signal, respectively.

The instantaneous channel estimate in (2.59) can be smoothed with zero lag for better esti-

mate as

-1
hþ;ml: Ð îrlp;rrL - q)

q:0

where B is the size of moving window

Under the MRC principle, the decision variables can be obtained by summing up all the

combined signals along p as:

P-l
b^ootl*]: t b^oot,o\*l (2.6r)

p:o

Note that the rake receiver exploits the path diversity and since P despreaders are used, the

diversity order P is expected.

There exists a number of modifications of the conventional rake receiver. The linear mini-

mum mean square error criterion was combined with the conventional rake receiver in order

to improve the performance [39]. There also exists the space time rake receiver, that is the

extension of the rake receiver for multiple receive antennas. It consists of a set of banks of

despreaders for the desired user (one bank at each receive antennas), followed by the space

time combiner. Several space time rake schemes, including a low complexity space time

rake, have been proposed [401. The only requirement for the rake receiver is that the receiver

must know the spreading waveform of the desired user.

D
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2.6.2 The Chip Level Linear Equalizer for CDMA Downlink Channel

The chip level linear equalizer (LE) is a promising approach for CDMA downlink channel

receiver. The key idea of using the chip level LE followed by a despreader is to equalize

the nonideal downlink channel at the mobile receiver, thus to restore approximately the or-

thogonality. When the orthogonality is restored, a simple despreader is able to suppress all

MAI.

A necessary condition for the receiver to work properly is that the number of users must be

smaller than the length of processing gain. In other words, each user is assigned with specific

orthogonal spreading codes. The chip level LE directly operates on the received sequence

or the different received sequences in order to generate an estimate of the desired user's data

symbol sequence. Fig. 2.8 shows the adaptive chip level LE for a single antenna.

blml

ûlmN +ll

Received Signal

r[mN +ll

Figure 2.8: The adaptive chip level LE for single antenna

There are two kinds of criterion for the chip level LE zercforcing (ZF) andMMSE. With the

ZF criterion, MAI introduced by multipath can be completely eliminated by full inversion

of the downlink channel. However, noise may also be enhanced. The MMSE equalization

can be used to minimize the noise enhancement associated with the ZF equalization' In

the MMSE equalization, the chip level equalizer measures the error after despreading, and

updates the equalizer coefficients at the symbol rate, as shown in Fig. 2.8.
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The idea of the linear chip level equalization at the downlink channel for the purpose of

restoring the orthogonality of the user spreading sequences was first proposed by Klein [41].

The linear chip level equalization of the downlink for a DS-CDMA system based on the

MMSE andZF criteria was first independently introduced by Frank [12] and Ghauri [42],

respectively. The linear chip level equalization of the downlink channel has subsequently

been proposed in numerous works 113,14,43461. An adaptive algorithm that does not

require the pilot training sequence has also been proposed [44]'

The linear chip level equalization [13] is suitable in the DS-CDMA downlink channel. How-

ever, adaptive implementations of the chip level LE arenot straightforward, since no contin-

uous multiple user training chip sequence is available. The presence of a continuous pilot

signal incorporated in the third generation cellular communication systems has motivated the

linear chip level equalization using the continuous pilot channel15,14,46l'

Let us consider the linear chip level equalization using the continuous pilot channel for the

single transmit antenna and single receive antenna case, i.e. I : J : 1' Let us recall (2.52)

- (2.55). Then, from(2.45), the received signal can be written as:

P-1
rlnl: \ n¡eluln - p) + rtlnl Q.62)

p:o

where {hlÀ} is the discrete channel impulse response.

Let .¡y'¡, r[n] and w be the finite length of equalizer, the received signal vector and equalizer

vector, respectively.

(rlnl rln- 1l . . .rln -lrr¡ + tl)"

('u[0] 'u[r] . .ulr/¡ - 1l)'.ïr/

The estimate of the ffansmitted signal can be given by the complex inner product:

tt'ln]: w/lrfn]'

The weight vector w is chosen to minimize the MSE:

r[n] (2.63)

(2.64)

(2.6s)

(tAt-t þ- 
ùlmN+ ¿ + Dls-¡nz.nr + zll'z)MSE: E
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where D is the delay and 6[rn] is the continuous pilot signal

In the latest development, Leus ¿r ø/. developed the generalized pilot-based method, called

the space time chip level LE for multiple antennas 132,331. Their methods are based on the

training symbol and semiblind space time chip level LE receivers. Their simulation results

show improvements over a pilot-based rake receiver.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the principle of DS-CDMA system and the general signal model for CDMA

M1¡4O downlink channel are presented. The existing receiver structures for CDMA down-

link channel are discussed. We review two receiver structures that can mitigate MAI, and

three adaptation algorithms that can ffack the variation of channel in the time selective fad-

ing channel.
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Chapter 3

The Chip Level DFE with MultiPle

Antennas

When the downlink channel of a MIMO CDMA system uses orthogonal spreading codes,

frequency sclcctive fading destroys the orthogonality and introduces MAI. Chip level DFE

is an attractive method to restore the orthogonality and suppress MAI. Chip level DFE also

exploits the benefit of additional diversity gain in the CDMA MIMO downlink channel'

Furthermore, Chip level DFE is less affected by the spectral characteristic of the channel.

Therefore, it can be expected that the chip level DFE with multiple antennas can improve the

performance.

This chapter investigates the performance of chip level DFE for CDMA downlink channel.

Two different schemes that are employed at the transmitter, i.e. the space time spreading

(STS) scheme and the Alamouti transmit diversity scheme, are investigated'

3.L The Chip Level DFE with the STS Scheme

This section investigates the performance of chip level DFE for CDMA downlink channel

when the STS scheme is employed at the transmitter. In the STS scheme, a set of different
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orthogonal codes is assigned to multiple transmit antennas for each user' In principle, any

number of transmit antennas can be employed as long as we have a sufficient number of

distinct orthogonal codes. In order to estimate channels, the pilot signals are utilized. It

is assumed that each antenna continuously transmits its pilot signal (i.e., code-multiplexed

pilot is assumed).

3.1.1 Signal Modet for DS-CDMA Based on the sTs scheme

Let us consider the previous signal model for DS-CDMA system in Section 2.5. The base

station employs user specific orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard spreading codes and a site specific

base spreading codes. We assume perfect carrier recovery at the receiver site and there are

K users in a CDMA downlink channel.

Let us also consider 1 transmit antennas and J receive antennas. Each transmit antenna

transmits different pilot signals using different orthogonal spreading sequences. Each user is

assigned with a different orthogonal spreacling codes for each transmit antcnna' The block

diagram for the transmitter with the STS scheme is shown in Fig. 3.1.

FromFig. 3.1, for i : !,2,...,1 andk : I,2,..., K,we canwrite

brl*l

Ablrnl

: a?l*l

: ÃnA{i)¡m1

(3.1)

(3.2)

where b¿[rn] is the data symbol for the kth user, ,4 is the amplitude of the pilot signals, and

b[nr.] is the pilot symbol.

Letuû)[rz] be the total baseband transmission signal, transmitted from antennai' at the base

station. The received signal at the jth receive antenna is written as:

rj)ln): hjulù"(n) l" - pl + r{i) ¡n1 (3.3)
I P-Itt

i:7 p:O

JJ



bÍtlùA

s<DÍmN+ll

441,ù

Tx1
+ll

Txl

t*a)fu.N+tl

Ablnù

s<DþnN+ll

Figure 3.1: Block diagram for the transmitter with the STS scheme using I transmit antennas

where

a
a
a

(r)
.sr

K
u(i)lnLN + rl : D"t)lmN + tl + ¿{ùlmN + tl

k:t
uP ¡*w + tl : A¡,b¡lmlsf) lmN + tl

¿(t) lrnN + tl : Ãa¡m1s{c)¡*.M + ¿1.

In the vector notation, the J x 1 received signal vector can be written as:

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.7)r[zz] : ! rr¡,tt'l[rz] + n[rz]
I

i:I

where the channel matrix fI¿, the received signal vector r[n], the ffansmitted signal vector

,r(';) [n], and the noise vector n[n] are given in (2.47) - (2.50).

"*(D¡*N+n

",tt'¡-N+l]
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g.l.Z The Receiver Structure of the Chip Level DFE with the STS Scheme

In this section, we propose the chip level DFE based on the STS scheme. The block diagram

of the scheme is shown in Fig. 3.2. We assume that the decision delays are the same for every

data sffeam,\.e', D¿: D fo1i: L,'' ',I' The chip level DFE consists of a feedforward

filters c¿¡ with a temporal span of lvl¡ taps and a feedback filters g¿¿ with a temporal span of

lú6 taps.

b,lm-Dl

brlm-D)

¡ttt¡¡1_D)

¡tttþ¡_D)

lm-Dlbl

r(')[n]

,tt)¡n)

"rt)fu_+
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

^llìu' n
Dl

a

a

a

Figure 3.2: Thechip level DFE based on the STS architecture with J receive antennas

It is shown in Fig. 3.2 that the chip level DFE is a fully connected receiver, in that past

decisions on all data streams are fed back into the detection process for each stream' As a

result, it has lower complexity and smaller effor propagation than the successive interference

cancellation scheme [3 1].

Although the structure of the forward filter of the chip level DFE appears similar to that of

the rake receiver, the operations are different. The rake receiver is to combine the energies

of the desired user received through the multipath channel without taking into account the

presence of interferers. On the other hand, the forward filter of the chip level DFE works on

maximizing the desired user's energy and minimizing the effects of existing interf'erence in

+

FeedForward

Filters

N, xIx/

a

a

a
FeedBack

Filters

Nu xlxl

Spreaders

w.r,t

bolh Spreading

Codes

a

I

I
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&
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the channel using the MMSE criterion

The structure of the feedback filter of the chip level DFE is different from the conventional

DFE. For the conventional DFE, which is shown in Fig. 2.3, the input signal to the feedback

filter is a nonspread (symbol) signal. For the chip level DFE, the input signal to the feedback

filter is spread (chip) signal.

The objective of the chip level DFE is to estimate the chip rate sequence ît'Q)lnl,i, : l, . . ' ,1,

from which the desired symbol sequence b¡"lm] is recovered by despreading the estimated

chip rate sequence using the desired user's spreading sequence, as shown inFig.3'2'

Let us assume that previous decisions are correct, i.e., ú,(i)1" - D] - uU)|" - D) for all ¿ and

Let c¿ be the feedforward filters of the ith stream with dimensionality (¡/¡J) x 1, g¿ be

the feedback filters of the ¿th stream with dimensionality (¡/01) x 1, Q[n] be the /{¡ J-

dimensional symbols spanned by each of the 'i components of the feedforward filter, and

u[r¿ - D - 1]be the correct previous decisions vector with dimensionality (^¡01) x 1' They

n.

can be written as:

C¿:

o. :ò?

o["] :

("nr [0] c¿"r [0]

(gn'[l] g¿tlNal

(rt["] rrln - t)

cnr[lr/¡ - t] c¿¡lN¡ - 1])t

. g¿tl7l s*lNol)'

{tln -,nr¡ + tl)T

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

u\)ln_D_1)

uT)ln- O - Wu)

ulrz- D-I]
u])ln_D_11

uu)ln_D_^¡bl

The total output of the chip level DFE is:

¿(r,)ln _ Dl: wfla[n1
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where w¿ and dfn) are the complete equalizer vector and complete data vector, respectively,

and they can be written as:

w¿ : ("T gÐ'

d["] : (ç}t["] -rírln-D-r))'

Let us denote

N-1
z¡lml : I a¡m,n'r * I + D]s.(ùl'mN + I].

t:0

Then, the MSE function of the chip level DFE-despreader can be written as:

(3.13)

(3.r4)

(3.1s)

(3.16)M s Ei -- n (lufø - *f ,ol*lf) , 'i:L,2r...,1

3.2 The Chip Level DFE with the Alamouti Scheme

While chip level DFE with STS scheme presented in Section 3.1 offers diversity gain and

simplicity in the demodulation, it requires additional spreading codes for each user in each

transmit antenna. With 1 transmit antennas, I times more codes are needed, and with a lim-

ited number of orthogonal codes, this also means that 1 times fewer users can simultaneously

be supported. This leads to the STTD scheme that has been proposed by Alamouti with two

transmit antennas 1271. TheAlamouti scheme is simple to implement and has been employed

in a third generation system [47]. The Alamouti scheme does not require different spreading

codes for each transmit antennas. As a result, more spreading codes are available to support

more users than the STS scheme.

In this section, we consider the chip level DFE when the Alamouti scheme is employed

at the ffansmitter for downlink transmission. It is assumed that each antenna continuously

transmits its pilot signal and channels are estimated by using the code multiplexed pilot'
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3.2.1 Signat Model for DS-CDMA Based on the Alamouti Scheme

Consider the discrete time complex baseband model for the downlink channel of a single

cell direct sequence CDMA system. As before, there are K users in the system and the base

station employs long spreading codes. We consider the Alamouti transmit diversity scheme

with two transmit antennas 1271. F\g' 3.3 shows the diagram.

-u"'Í*l

Tx1

Ãi"'[r¡t+¿]

b,lml

4sr!n^l+tl

brlml
Tx2

-(2\b [m]
4s*lml{+tl

ut't*x+n

Figure 3.3: Block diagram for the transmitter with the Alamouti scheme

Letb¡,lm]be the rnth symbol of transmission to mobile station k and independent and identi-

cal disrribured (i.i.d.). We also assume that quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) signalling

is used. Tharis, b¡lm] e {+1+j}. Then, the outputs of the space time encoder [27] become:

uo)¡mN+

a

a

a

(2\
u"

uf)¡z*1

af)fzm + tl

: b¡lzml

: -bilzm + 1)
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up¡z*1

ap¡z* + t1

: b¡"12m + Il

: bllzml

where U?ldis the data symbol from ffansmit antenna ¿ to the kth user.

From Fig. 3.3, we can also see that the same user spreading sequence is used for the data

symbol u?l*1. That is,

s¡"fmN + ¿] : tf)¡*N + tl 'i : I,2 (3.17)

where s¡"lmN + l] is the /cth user long spreading sequence'

'We 
also assumed that the long spreading sequence is normalized as ls¿[rnll + ¿]l : #.

For coherent combining and channel estimation at the receiver, as shown in Fig. 3.3, two

different orthogonal pilot spreading sequences (S(';)lnl,i :1, 2) with different pilot symbols

ç$lt)lm],i : 7,2) canbe transmitted through two transmit antennas.

Assume that the complex channel attenuations associated with each pair of transmit ancl

receive antennas are time-invariant. Then, the received signal at the jth receive antenna can

be written as:

2 P-7
,ØlmN +¿l : tt hjnld"(n)lmN +I-pl+q{ùlmN +tl (3.18)

i:l p:Q

where
K

Ð "P lmN + t) + t1(t')lmN + tl
k--7

A*bt)lmls¡lmN + t)

Ãnb@¡m1su')¡rnl,r + l]

In the vector notation, J x L received signal vectof can be written as:

u@lnzN + tl :

"p¡^w + tl :
u@lrnN + Il :

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.2r)

(3.22)
2

{nl : ! uflrrtzl [n] + n[rz]
i:l

where the channel matrix fI¿, the received signal vector r[n], the transmitted signal vector

,r(t) [n], and the noise vector n[n] are given \n (2.47) - (2.50).
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3.2.2 The Receiver Structure of the Chip Level DFE with the Alamouti

Scheme

In this section, we ptopose the chip level DFE for the Alamouti transmit diversity scheme, as

shown in Fig. 3.4. As in previous section, we assume that the decision delays are the same

for every data stream,i.e., D¿: D fot'i:1,2.

r(')[n]
b,lm-D) Dli,

û(l)fu-

rQ)lnl m-Dl

¡tzt¡n_D)

Figure 3.4: The chip level DFE with the Alamouti scheme

The chip level DFE can bring the signals closer to orthogonal. In the feedforward path,

the despreaders suppress MAI after the equalization and then the space time combiners are

applied to combine the space time encoded signal. In the feedback path, the space time

encoder is used to encode the decision symbol, and the spreaders follow to provide the spread

(chip) signal to the feedback filter.

The objective of the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme is to estimate the chip

rate sequence ttþ)ln],i, :1,2, from which the desired symbol sequence b¿[rn] is recovered

by despreading and combining the chip rate sequence, as shown in Fig. 3.4.

Using the same approach as in Section 3.1, the total output of the chip level DFE can be
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written as:

¿@ln - Dl: wfla[n] 'i: r,2 (3.23)

where w¿ and d[n] are given in (3.13) and (3.14), with their associated expressions in (3.8)-

(3.1 1).

The equalization vectors, w¿, should be optimizedto suppress ICI as well as the interference

from the other antennas, as a result of using multiple transmit antennas. If the interfering

signal from the other transmit antennas is not suppressed, the chip level equalizationfollowed

by despreading cannot be effective to restore the orthogonality of the signal'

Let O[n] be the l/¡ J-dimensional symbols spanned by each of the e components of the

feedforward filter. That is,

o["]
2

i:7
f Eflur,'l[rz] + n[rz]

(3.24)

(3.2s)

where ¡(,;) [rz] is the extended sequence of baseband transmission signal vector, H¿ is the

block Toeplitz channel matrix with (P * l/¡ - 1) rows and -I.l/¡ columns, and n[n] is the

extended sequence ofnoise vector. In detail, they can be written as:

o(;)[n] : (u(c)[n] u@ln - rl. .. u@ln - P - N¡ + 2))' (3.26)

0

(3.27)

0H¿
(n'ld nr[n- r] ... nTln- ¡rl/+ 1l)T (3.28)

H¿

H¿

n[n]

From Fig. 33, b@[nz] is the pilot symbol for antenna z. Then, the MSE function of the

chip level DFE-despreader, which is decided to optimize the equalization vector w¿, cill bo

written as

MSEi: ø(lãtnl l*l -þt*¡a¡-l/ + I * Dls.(')[rn,n/ + l]1'?),

4t

'i:7,2. (3.29)



Thus, the optimum equalizer vector can be found as:

E lffitd[rn.n{+t+D s-(t) [rn.f/ + I]b.@lrrù (3.30)v/i :
:0 d[rn.n/ + ¿ + D]s.(,;)lmN + l]s(c)lrn¡l +l,l&lmN +l'+ D))

Assume the following:

al) All spreading sequences are orthogonal in the symbol duration and

N-1

\ s¡lmN+l]si,lmN +Il: 6t",t",, TrÙ:-@,...,0,...,Ñ, k,k' :I,"',K
t:0

where ô is the Kronecker delta function.

Ã2) s¡"ln], s¡",1n], k + k' , and S(i) [n] have zero mean and are independent of each other, and

E(s ¡"fnlsiln/l) : E(s(c) [n]s.(rl [r']) : *U*,*, 
.

A3) s¡a 1,. . . , K andr¡lnl are independent ofeach other

Then, the closed form solution of the optimal equalization vector becomes

n k

'i : I,2 (3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.3s)

where

P¿: Ão3

&rr
p

-(Ht)¿*r,D*N¡*l

-(H2)o+z,D+Nb+1

P" + lÃ12

¡t¡
K

Dltrl'

- (IJt)B*r,o+Nb+1 - (IJ')B*r,D+Nb+l

IO
OI

(IJ.)E*t

0

R p

Rrr
2 _ù-: Pr,Hi Ftn + Ã'"?(}J.n)E*r(Hn)r*' + o2^t

i:L

p

P,
k:r

o!
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where I is the identity matrix, 0 is the null matrix, (.)r*t indicates the (, + l)th row of the

corresponding matrix, (')t+r,r*iuo.,'1 indicates rows (D * 2) to (.D + 1Vb + 1), P" is the total

ffansmitted power of users, H¿ is the maffix which is obtained from H¿ with removing the

(D + f )th row vector, ø02 is the variance of data symbol, o2*is the noise variance, and A : A¿

is the amplitude of the pilot signal.

Proof: See Appendix B.

In addition, the MMSE is found from (3'31) - (3'34) as:

M M SEi - "! - o!Ã.¡1Un¡o+, 0]*n, 'i : 1,2 (3.37)

It is interesting to see whether the assumptions A1) - A3) and the result of the MMSE the-

oretical analysis in (3.37) hold with practical scrambled Walsh codes. In order to see this,

we used Matlab to perform Monte Carlo simulation. Two transmit and two receive antennas

are assumed in the system. Letln¡¿lnl be the impulse response of the complex channel from

transmit antenna zl to receive antenna j and suppose the Z-transfotm of the impulse response

of the channels is given by:

Hn(z) :

Ht (z) :

Hrt(z) :

Hrr(t) :

1 + (0.2 )- jL.2)z-1+ (-0.0s + j0.2Qz-2 - ¡0.0962-3

1 + (1.2 -t j0.7)z-1+ (-0.06 + j0.8a)z-' - 0.072r-"

1+ (0.1 - j7.4)z-t + (-0.2 - jo.ta)z-' + ¡0.282-t

7 - z-r -10.642-2 - 0.642-3 .

Let us assume that there are 10 users including the pilot symbol, the processing gain is 16,

SNR is 10 dB, the delay D is 3, and the signal amplitudes are the same and normalized (i.e.,

A* : Ã : L). In addition, the length of the feedforward filter and the feedback filter are

set to 7 and 4, respectively. The simulation results are obtained with 1000 samples (i.e.,

1000 symbols) and 50 real\zations. The scrambled Walsh codes are used for spreading' The

theoretical and simulated MMSE of the chip level DFE from (3.37) are shown to confirm the

MMSE analysis in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: Theoretical MMSE and simulation results of the chip level DFE and the chip

level LE based on the Alamouti scheme for different uutnbers of users (lines reprcscnt the

theoretical results and marks represent the simulation results)

From Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, we observe that the simulation results are in accordance with

the theoretical results, which support the validity of the MMSE approach for the chip level

DFE based on the Alamouti scheme. Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 also show that the chip level DFE

outperforms the chip level LE.

The performance of the chip level DFE is less sensitive to the spectral channel characteristic

Í201. The chip level DFE can suppress ICI more efflciently compared to the chip level

LE. Therefore, in a heavy load system (larger number of users), the chip level DFE offers

significant improvement, as shown in Fig. 3.5.

At higher SNR, MAI is more dominant than noise. As a result, at higher SNR, the chip level

DFE can suppress MAI more and offer significant improvement, as conf,rmed by the results

shown in Fig. 3.6.
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Comparison of Different Chip Level Equalizers Structures for CDMA Downlink Channel
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Figure 3.6: Theoretical MMSE and simulation results of the chip level DFE and the chip

level LE based on the Alamouti scheme for different SNRs (lines represent the theoretical

results and marks represent the simulation results)

3.3 The Adaptive ChiP Level DFE

In the third generation wireless system, the continuous pilot signal is available [5] and equal-

ization can be carried out with this continuous pilot signal. Therefore, adaptive equalization

can be performed. The equalizers can update their coeffrcients at the symbol rate and can

track the variation of the channel continuously. The adaptation algorithm in the form of

the LMS adaptive transversal filter can track the channel variation and thus, can update the

equalizer coeffrcients.

Ler us recall (3.16) and (3.29). The MSE function of the chip level DFE-despreader is written

M S Ei: ø (lotnr l*l - *f u,ldf)

AS

- 
Theor. MMSE MIMO DFt

o Sim MMSE MIMO DFE for First Stream
,- , Theor. MMSE MIMO DFE for Second Stream
x Sim. MMSE MIMO DFE for Second Stream

,,' , Theor. MMSE MIMO LE for First Stream
O Sim. MMSE MIMO LE for First Stream
' ., Theor. MMSE MIMO LE for Second Stream

MIMO LE for Second Streamìr Sim. MMSE

Stream
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where z¡lm]is given in (3'15)

For the LMS algorithm to work, we need to set the initial value of the ¿th tap-weight vector

ûoolm]. If prior knowledge on the zth tap-weight vector Ñnlm) is available, we can use it to

select an appropriate value for Û¿[0]. Otherwise, we can set Û¿[0] : 0'

Let us recall Section 2.3. From (3.38), the adaptation of the eqlualizer coefficients based on

the LMS algorithm for m: 0, 1, 2,. . ' can be written as:

"(t)lml 
: 6{t')lm) -.,tuf lmlz¿lml (3.39)

û¿lrr¿ + 1] : '6ool*] I ¡L,e*0)lm)z¿lm] (3'40)

where 
"(t)lml 

is the ¿th a posteriori error signal, &nl*) andîv¿lm * 1] are the current value

and the updated value of the ¿th complete equalizer vector, respectively.

From the cost function in (3.38), we can also have the normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm

as follows:

Note that the updating has been carried out at the symbol rate and the adaptation gain shall

be properly chosen to track the variation of channel.

We can use other adaptive algorithms such as the RLS algorithm to give faster convergence

rate. The RLS algorithm requires the initial value of the ith inverse correlation matrix P¿[0]

and the zth equalizer vector Ûn [0]. That is,

Âr¿lm *11 : û¿[rn] . f6ffi".@ fmlz¿lm)

Pu[o] : ç-1I

Ûo[o] : o

where ç is the small positive constant.

The RLS algorithm for m: L,2,. . . , can be written as:

P¿lm - llzalml

À + zf lm)Pr.lm - 7

(3.4r)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)klml
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,(t) lm) : 6{t) lm) - *r w - \z¿lml

lú,rolml : î,¿lm-l] +6*(r)lmlk¿lm)
nx - rl - kld"f lmlP¿lm - LlP¿[

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)P"lml :
À

where L,[-] i. the ith gain vector, t*(t)lml is the zth a priori error signal, &¿l*l is the ith

complete equalizer vector, and P¿[rn] is the ith inverse correlation matrix'
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Chapter 4

Simulation Studies

The performance of the rake receiver and the adaptive chip level DFE is investigated and

compared under various simulation environments. For the performance comparative study,

we consider 4 receivers: the rake receiver for single antenna, the rake receiver for multiple

antennas, the chip level DFE for single antenna, and the chip level DFE for multiple antennas'

4.1 Simulation Environment

In this simulation, we used Matlab to perform Monte Carlo simulation. We consider sin-

gle antenna systems and multiple antennas (MIMO) systems. For the MIMO systems, two

transmit and two receive antennas are employed. Time-variant frequency selective fading

channels with 4 multipaths using Jakes model are considered. In this model, the autocorre-

lation is given as [19]:

Elh ¡ r(n; n) hj, r, @' ; n' )l : J o (2r f oTÀn - n' l) 6'p,o' õ ¿,¡ õ ¡,¡'

where /6(.) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind, /p is the maximum Doppler

frequency, ?c is the chip duration, and ô is the Kronecker delta function' The maximum

Doppler frequency is decided by the speed of mobile terminal'

(4.1)
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The carrier frequency /" is assumed to be 2 GHz and the speed of the mobile is set to 60

km/hr. The spreading sequences from the Walsh codes of length 32 wlth scrambling are

used. The datarate is set to 128 kbps and the chip rate is set to 4.096 Mcps'

The transmission powers are assumed to be the same, i.e., A¡ - A¿ : L;i' : 1,2, with a

SNR of 10 dB. The number of users K is set to 16. The orthogonal pilot signals in each

transmit antenna are continuously transmitted. For signaling, we use uncoded quadrature

phase shift keying (QPSK).

The tap numbers in the feedforward filter and the feedback filter for the chip level DFE

based on the Alamouti scheme are set to 7 and 4, respectively. The tap numbers in the

feedforward and the feedback filters for the chip level DFE based on the STS are set to 5

and 3, respectively. Note that the fllter tap numbers have been properly decided to achieve

the best performance, and that they depend on the variation of the channel and the SNR.

In addition, the correct feedback is assumed for the chip level DFE and the perfect CSI for

the rake receiver. For the performance indicator, the BER is used; the average BER over all

users has been computed. In order to handle the problems caused by channel variations, we

consider the NLMS and the RLS algorithms'

4.2 Simulation Results of the Chip Level DFE with the STS

Scheme

The adaptation gain p for the NLMS algorithm must be properly decided to have the best

performance. In this specific simulation environment, the best adaptation gains for the chip

level DFE based on single antenna and multiple antennas cases are 0.4 and 0.8, respectively,

as shown in Fig. 4.1.

In Fig. 4.2, the BER performance with respect to the number of users using the NLMS

adaptation algorithm is shown. As the number of transmissions increases, the performance

for all receivers (the rake and the DFE) becomes worse due to increasing MAI. Since the
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Figure 4.1: BER performance of the chip level DFE based on the STS scheme with respect

to the adaptation gain using the NLMS adaptation algorithm

equalization is not perfect under a time-variant fading environment, it is observed that the

equalizer is also affected by MAI. Howevet, the chip level DFE generally outperforms the

rake receiver. For example, at a BER of 10-3, the chip level DFE Can accoÍlmodate about

one and half times more users than the rake receiver (when multiple antennas are used). It

can also be observed from Fig. 4.2 thatthe significant BER improvement for both the rake

receiver and the chip level DFE can be achieved when multiple antennas are used'

The BER results are shown in Fig. 4.3 for various values of SNR using the NLMS adap-

tation algorithm. At lower SNR, the background noise is dominant and therefore diversity

gain is needed to provide better performance. At higher SNR, MAI becomes dominant and

the equalization can provide better performance by suppressing MAI' Therefore, the per-

formance of the rake receiver becomes saturated with high SNR' On the other hand' the

performance of the chip level DFE is improved for higher SNR. As before, the performance

in both receivers is also improved significantly when multiple antennas are used'
ì
I

I

I

+ DFE(1x1)
+ DFE(2x2,STS)
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Figure 4.2: BER performance of the chip level DFE based on the STS scheme with respect
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Figure 4.4: BER performance of the chip level DFE based on the STS scheme with respect

to the speed of the mobile using the NLMS adaptation algorithm

In general, it is expected that the receiver performance is degraded when the variation of the

channel is high. Fig. 4.4 illustrates this phenomena. Note that the variation of the channel

does not affect the performance of the rake receiver since the performance degradation is

only due to the channel estimation error (we assume perfect CSI for the rake receiver)' The

performance of the adaptive equalizer deteriorates as the speed of the mobile increases' It is

because the adaptive equalizer becomes difficult to cope with the variation of the channel'

For exampl e, at aBER of 10-2, the rake receiver ouþerforms the chip level DFE, when the

speed of the mobile is higher than 120 km/trr (when multiple antennas are used)' To over-

come this problem, some better adaptive algorithms that provide better tracking performance,

can be used to improve the BER performance at the expense of increasing computational

complexity.

6040
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--*- Rake
+ Rake
+ DFE

srs)
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4.3 Simulation Results of the chip Level DFE with the Alam'

outi Scheme

The adaptation gain and the forgetting factor for the adaptation algorithm have to be properly

decided to achieve the best performance. Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 show that the best adaptation

ga\n p and the optimum forgetting factor À for the chip level DFE based on single transmit

and receive antenna areo.2and 0.97, respectively. For the chip level DFE based on multiple

antennas, the adaptation gain p of 0.3 and the forgetting factor À of 0'97 are set. Note that

the adaptation gain and the forgetting factor depend on the variation of the channel and the

SNR.

Chip Level Adaptive CDMA Equalizer With Symbol Bate Updating

Îf
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d)
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Figure 4.5: BER performance of the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme with

respect to the adaptation gain using the NLMS adaptation algorithm

In Fig. 4.7 andFig. 4.8, the BER performance with respect to the number of users using

the NLMS and the RLS algorithms is shown. The performance for all receivers deteriorates

as the number of users becomes larger. Since the chip level DFE can suppress ICI more

-*- DFE (1x1)
DFE
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Figure 4.6: BER performance of the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme with

respect to the forgetting factor using the RLS adaptation algorithm

efficiently, it is less affected by MAL Therefore, when the number of users increases' the

performance of the chip level DFE would degrade less than that of the rake receiver' In

addition, when the RLS algorithm is used, a significant improvement has been made, espe-

cially for the larger number of users. Additional BER improvement can also be made when

multiple antennas are used.

The BER results are shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 for various values of SNR using the

NLMS and the RLS algorithms, respectively. Note that when the SNR is low, the noise is

more dominant than MAI and the diversity gain is the key to provide better BER perfor-

mance. Since the rake receiver with multiple antennas can exploit diversity gain, it can have

good performaÍrce at low SNR.

At higher SNR, MAI becomes dominant. The chip level DFE can suppress MAI and it is

less affected by MAI than the rake receiver. Thus, when the SNR becomes higher, the chip

(1x1)
DFE

-+-
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Figure 4.7: BER performance of the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme with

respect to the number of users using the NLMS adaptation algorithm

level DFE performs much better than the rake receiver. The improvement at different SNR

level for the chip level DFE is also made when the RLS algorithm is used.

Fig. 4.7 , Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.11 also show that the rake receiver can have a better combining

gain compared to the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme. The chip level DFE

needs to mitigate the ICI as well as combine signals coherently, while the rake receiver only

needs to maximize the combining gain without mitigating the ICI. For example, at a BER of

10-2, the rake receiver based on multiple antennas (two transmit and two receive antennas)

can accommodate fifty percent more users, compared to the rake receiver based on single

antenna. On the other hand, the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme can only

accommodate about twenty percent more users at the same bit error level, compared to the

chip level DFE for single antenna'

In general, it is expected that the speed of the mobile can affect the performance of adaptive

STTD)

DFE

+
x1)
x1)o Rake

-rle DFE
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Figure 4.8: BER perforïnance of the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme with

respect to the number of users using the RLS adaptation algorithm

equalization. Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 reveal that as the speed of the mobile becomes higher,

it is more difficult for the equalizer to manage successfully the variation of channel' It results

in the increase of MAI in the receivers. Consequently, the performance of the chip level DFE

deteriorates as the speed of the mobile becomes higher. Note that the variation of the channel

does not affect the performance of the rake receiver since the performance degradation is only

due to the channel estimation error (we assume perfect CSI for the rake receiver).

4.4 Comparing Performance of the Chip Level DFE with

the STS Scheme and the Alamouti Scheme

In Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, we have proposed the chip level DFE when the STS and the

Alamouti scheme are employed in the transmitter. The theoretical analysis of the STS and

DFE

Rake (2x2, STTD)
-€1 Reke (1x1)

-re DFE (1x1)
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Figure 4.9: BER performance of the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme with

respect to SNR using the NLMS adaptation algorithm

the Alamouti schemes has also been presented in detail126,27)

Although the Alamouti scheme requires no extra spreading codes, both the Alamouti and

the STS schemes can achieve the same diversity gain 126,481. The rake receiver exploits

diversity gain to achieve better performance. Therefore, it can be expected that the rake

receiver based on the STS and the Alamouti schemes can have approximately the same BER

performance in multipath fading, as shown in Fig' 4'13'

Although the rake receiver can achieve approximately the same performance for both schemes,

it is not the case for the chip level DFE, as shown in Fig. 4.13' In general, the equalization

may not be perfect. It means that there still exists MAI at the output of dtre chip level DFE'

The frequency selective fading causes more MAI for the chip level DFE with the Alamouti

scheme. As a result, the performance of the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme

is worse than the chip level DFE based on the STS scheme'

STTD)

x1)-*_ DFE
1xl )cr Rake

DFE
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Figure 4.10: BER performance of the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme with

respect to SNR using the RLS adaptation algorithm

4.5 Comparing Performance of the Chip Level DFE using

the NLMS Atgorithm and the RLS Algorithm

Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.12 show that the RLS adaptation algorithm can improve the

performance significantlY.

In time-variant frequency selective fading channel, a heavy load system (with larger number

of users) causes more MAI at the receiver. The chip level equalizer using the simple NLMS

algorithm cannot achieve its maximum performance in this situation since the equalizer also

needs to cope with the changes and modify its coefflcients. Therefore, a faster convergence

rate is desired. Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 show that significant improvement is gained with the

RLS algorithm, especially for higher number of users'

In general, the RLS algorithm has a smaller steady state error than the NLMS algorithm

DFE

+ Rake (2x2, STTD)
-+-- Rake (1x1)
--rÊ- DFE (1x1)
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Figure 4.11: BER performance of the chip level DFE based on the Alamouti scheme with

fespect to the speed of the mobile using the NLMS adaptation algorithm

has. Consequently, BER performance is better in all circumstances. In addition' the RLS

algorithm has a faster convergenc e rate, especially for higher SNR' Consequently, at higher

SNR, the RLS algorithm can offer significant BER improvement, as shown in Fig' 4'9 and

Fig.4.10.

In general, it is expected that different adaptation algorithms can affect the BER performance

of the chip level DFE on the different speed of the mobile, as shown in Fig. 4'11 and Fig'

4.12. As the speed of the mobile becomes higher, it is more difficult for the equalizer to

cope with the variation of channel. Thus, there is a lot to gain by using a better adaptation

algorithm. For exampl e, at aBER of 10-2, the chip level DFE (with multiple antennas) using

the NLMS algorithm can outperform the rake receiver at speed below 85 km/hr' However,

at the same bit error level, the chip level DFE using the RLS algorithm can ouþerform the

rake receiver even when the speed of the user is 180 km/hr'
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Further Research

5.1 Conclusion

This research study has demonstrated that significant improvement in performance and ca-

pacity can be made when the chip level DFE based on the STS scheme is used' The im-

provement can be achieved since the proposed receiver design exploits the diversity gain and

suppresses the MAI at the same time. However, this receiver needs extra spreading codes.

We have proposed the chip level DFE for CDMA downlink channel when the Alamouti

scheme is employed at the transmitter. Using an MMSE cost function, the optimal equal-

izationvector and the closed form expression have also been obtained. It is shown that ICI

of a channel and the interfering signal from the other transmit antennas can be suppressed

simultaneously.

Comparing the performance of the chip level DFE in the STS scheme and the Alamouti

scheme, the chip level DFE for CDMA clownlink channel based on the Alamouti scheme has

slightly worse performance than the chip level DFE based on the STS scheme. However, the

Alamouti scheme does not require extra spreading codes.

It has been shown that the proposed method can testote the orthogonality on downlink chan-
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nel and suppress MAL In comparison with the rake receiver equipped with multiple anten-

nas, the proposed method not only provides antenna diversity gain, but also suppresses MAI'

while the rake receiver can only have antenna diversity gain. Hence, the proposed method

can offer signifrcant improvement in performance and capacity'

5.2 Further Research

The training (adaptation process) for the chip level DFE developed in this thesis is based

on the pilot signals. If the channel is static, we can have sufficient samples (symbols) to

find the equalization coefflcients. When the channel is time-variant, only a few samples are

available to track with the variation of channel. By utilizing the noise subspace from un-

used spreading sequences (blind technique), we can also have additional samples to find the

equalization coefficients. Therefore, by utilizing both the pilot signal and unused spreading

sequences (semiblind technique), we can improve the performance 149,501' Thus, the blind

and semiblind techniques can be considered for the chip level DFE and it is an interesting

future research toPic.

In this thesis, the chip level based on the Alamouti scheme (two transmit antennas) has been

developed. However, more general configuration with I(> 2) transmit antennas can also be

employed [28]. This can be considered as an extension of the current research.

The Alamouti scheme can achieve a maximum possible diversity advantage with a simple

decoding algorithm. However, additional coding gain, spectral efficiency, and diversity im-

provement can be simultaneously obtained when space time trellis code (STTC) is used

f51,521. The STTC with the chip level DFE can be integrated to have better performance.

This can be considered as a further research issue.

Finally, in order to improve the capability of multimedia communications, V/-CDMA can

be designed to support a variety of data services from low to very high bit rates' Since the

spreaded signal bandwidth is the same for all users, multiple rate transmission needs multiple
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spreading factors. Therefore, another interesting research topic is the extension of the chip

level DFE to the multiple spreading factor CDMA system'

4
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Appendix A

proof of the optimal solution for the conventional decision feedback

equalizer under the mean square error criterion

Consider (2.16):

MsE: ø(lul*l- at-ll')

By using the principle of orthogonality [37], the MMSE solution of (2'16) can be written as:

E(dfmle.lml) : o (1)

where elml : bl*l - a¡-1 i, the error signal, d[rn] is the complete received vector, and * is

the complex conjugate operator.

If we substitute (2.13) and (2.14) into (1) and expand the equation' \rye can obtain:

E (2)

Let us assume that the complex channel is time-invariant, i.e. hlp;*l: hlp] for all p' Then'

from (2.2) and (2.11), (2.10) can be written as:

rlm + N¡)

rfm)rHlml

-bfmlrHlml

-rlm)bHlml
blmlbHlml )r(;):"{ ('tr;fi)}

b[-]
b[-]

rlml: Hir ¡1ø
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where

h[.ni¡ + t] hlzl hlll

H
0

0

h[^rb] h[^¡b - 1]

o h,[¡rb]

0h,[0]

h[1]

0

h[0] 0
E

blm+ N¡l

b[-] :
bl*l

Assume that the noise and the symbol sequences are uncoffelated, i'e' E(bfmlqfml) : 0'

If we substitute (3) into (2), expand the equation, and equate the left hand and right hand

equation, we can obtain:

ob Hc

c : (EtE+o2*\-rn;

where hf is ttre (¡/¡ + 1) row vector of matrix H, I is the identity matrix, and Ellrtlm]l'] :

o2*.It completes the Proof.
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Appendix B

proof of the closed form solution of optimal equalization vector for the

Alamouti scheme

Consider (3.25)
t

IHflttol¡rzl + n[rz]
i:l

u1)ln_D-rl

ulr¿- D-I] ,{t)ln-¿-¡va]
uz)ln_D_11

uØln-o-Na)

For ¿ : L,2,let us define:

A:
Drs

Rrr

p
P" + lÃ12 o!

¡r

f¿["]

At"

Ãi
Kt

Ir:I

2

(4)

(s)

(6)

(1)
2 _t_: PLFri Ftr, + lÃl2o!(tr,)l*,(Éo)o+t + o2,r

í:l

where I is the identity maffix, (')r*t indicates the (D+1)th row of the corresponding maffix,

É¿ is the matrix which is obtained from H¿ with removing the (D + t)ttr row vector, øa is the

variance of data symbol, øl is the noise variance, and ,4 is the amplitude of the pilot signal'
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Under 
^1, ^2, 

and 43, we have

E(DI;t o[rnN+l+D]s.(r) ¡nzrrr14a-(r) ¡rn1¡ :

E(D[ot u[rnN+t-r]s-(t)[rnlV+t]a-(t)[rn]) :

E(D[t Dil:t ot-¡¿+l+Dls.(t) [rnN+t]s(¿) [rnru+l/]a 
H ¡^t't +t' + D!) :

Ã"!(Ft;)E+t

E(DI;t Dfl;' ol-lv+¿+Dls.(¿)[mN+t]s(i)[rnN+l/]uã[rnN+l/-r]) : P

(Éir )r+2,¡+lv¿+r

(Eiz ) ¡+ z, ¡+ iv¿+ r

(Fi1)¿raz,o1rv6+r

(Írr) o+z,n+¡'¡a+,

E(tI;t ¡fl;1'¡-.nr+t-r¡s-(t)¡r"-lr+tls(i)[rnN+l/]uH lrr,N +¿' -rl) : BI

where 0 is the null matrix and (.)l+z,o+Nb+1 indicates rows (t + 2) to (D + ¡¡a + t)'

Let us also recall (3.30) and rewrite for convenience'

E('I; 1 a¡-lr+t+l¡".(;) ¡rnlratla.(¿) [rn] )'W¿ :
E( DI;t f fl;t a¡-rv+l+Dls.(¿) [rnN+¿]s(t) [rn¡\¡+¿/]dH ¡"nN+l'+

o

Rt

(8)

(e)

r(to)

(11)

(r2)

(13)

¿'(DN-1
¿:0 !fl 01,r[-lr+t- r] s- (t) [rnN+l] s(i) [rnN+l/] o H 

l"r,N +l' + Dl) p

d["] : (f¡t["] -:urln-D-rl)'

(;)v/i : : R-1p¿ 'i: t,2

¿l)

If we substitute (8) - (13) into (3'30), we are able to obtain

Ã"?

where

R p

(Hn)ß*'

0

Rrr
p

-(Ht)¿*r,D+Nb+1

-(Hr)o*r'D+Nb+1

P.

- (Llr)ß*r, o*Nb+1 - (lrr)B *r,D*Nu*1

I
0

0

I

It completes the Proof
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